You are required to appear for the above mentioned test on Saturday, 19th February, 2011 at the center given below:

MAIN AUDITORIUM, BAGHDAD-UL-JADEED CAMPUS
THE ISLAMIA UNIVERSITY OF BAHAWALPUR

Note:

• Reporting time for test is **09:00 AM**. Attendance will start at **09:30 AM sharp**.
• Candidates are required to bring the Test **ROLL NO SLIP** (this letter) along with their **original National Identity Card**. Candidates failing to produce these documents **would not be allowed** to enter the examination hall.
• Candidates are also requested to bring a **Clipboard and Ball Point Pen** (black or blue) with them. **Mobile phones/Calculators** or any other electronic devices are not allowed.
• Please remember your Roll No and retain a photo copy for future correspondence as this slip will be collected from you at test centre.
• Stay interactive on IUB web site for further information

Administrative Officer (BASAR)